'radio   city*
between two groups of Polar workers at stations 1600 miles
apart. Usually the chess group at Dickson take part in the
wireless tournaments of Polar stations during the winter
only—they are too busy during the navigation. But as
Zhilin explained to me, this game had started in July and
had dragged on for several months. A move a day is the
rule. That allows all the players at each station to reach
their strategic decisions after careful considerations. Some-
times the radio operators play personally against each other.
Then they take the chessboard to their desk and, earphones
over their heads, the right hand on the morse-key, the left
among the men, finish a game in one evening. A name is
substituted for the letter, defining each square on the board.
It seemed that the social and amusement side on Polar
stations was well organized.
They do serious work, of course, on these stations.   There
were fifty-seven of them along the coasts and on the islands
last summer.    Including the weather and radio stations
further inland their number is two hundred.   Glavsevmorput
is still busy opening new stations to sprinkle the whole Arctic
with radio aerials and with the young men and women who
watch the moods of the earth and its shell of air in these
outlying districts.    Dickson is the wireless exchange for
these stations and the chief meteorological centre in the
Polar regions.   It serves as a naval base for the Northern
Sea Route, passes the forecasts from all parts of the sea on
to ships and aeroplanes, and on to Moscow*   There are six
short-wave  radio transmitters on the island, two with
universal reach for long-distance telephony and telegraphy
and four for the daily communication with sub-divisional
stations.    The weather bureau collects the reports of all
district centres and produces synoptic forecasts based on
these many observations.
Olga Pavlovna had a few telegrams from other stations on
her desk in her room where she had given the party on the
night of my arrival. They work, of course, by code, and I
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